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**The Black Vault**

The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) document clearinghouse in the world. The research efforts here are responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: [http://www.theblackvault.com](http://www.theblackvault.com)
Mr. John Greenewald

Dear Mr. Greenwald:

This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of September 15, 2014, to the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) (DIA Case #0007-2015), for a copy of records, electronic or otherwise, pertaining to: Cryptome.org. Please include all files that reference this website, including, but not limited to, memos, letters, reports, investigative files, etc. The DIA on December 17, 2015, forwarded your request along with records retrieved from their files, for a releasability determination and supplements our letter of January 19, 2016.

We have completed a mandatory declassification review in accordance with Executive Order 13526. As a result of this review, information has been sanitized as it is currently and properly classified SECRET according to Sections 1.2(a)(2) and 1.4(c) of EO 13526. This information is exempt from the public disclosure provisions of the FOIA as provided under Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(1) of the FOIA. A brief description of the applicable sections follows:

Section 1.2(a)(2) of EO 13526, provides that information shall be classified SECRET if its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the national security.

Section 1.4(c) of EO 13526, provides that information pertaining to intelligence activities, intelligence sources or methods, and cryptologic information shall be considered for classification protection.

Information has been sanitized as the release of the information would result in an unwarranted invasion of the privacy rights of the individuals concerned, this information is exempt from public disclosure provisions of the FOIA pursuant to Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(6).

In addition, information has been sanitized from the record that would reveal sensitive investigative methods and techniques. This information is exempt from public disclosure pursuant to Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(7)(E) of the FOIA. The significant and legitimate governmental purpose to be served by withholding is that a viable and effective intelligence investigative capabilities dependent upon protection of sensitive investigative methodologies.
The withholding of the information described above is a partial denial of your request. This denial is made on behalf of Major General George J. Franz III, the Commanding General U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command, who is the Initial Denial Authority for Army intelligence investigative and security records under the FOIA. You have the right to appeal this decision to the Secretary of the Army. Your appeal must be postmarked no later than 60 calendar days from the date of this letter. After the 60-day period, the case may be considered closed; however, such closure does not preclude you from filing litigation in the courts. You should state the basis of your disagreement with the response and provide justification for a reconsideration of the denial. An appeal may not serve as a request for additional or new information. An appeal may only address information denied in this response. Your appeal is to be made to this office, for forwarding, as appropriate to the Secretary of the Army, Office of the General Counsel.

We have been advised by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) that their information is exempt from public disclosure pursuant to Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(3). The statute invoked under Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(3) is 10 U.S.C. §424 (b)(3), which allows for the protection of organizational and personnel information for DIA.

The withholding of the information by the DIA constitutes a partial denial of your request and you have the right to appeal this decision directly to the DIA. If you decide to file an appeal, it should be forwarded to the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, Attention: DAN-1A (FOIA), Washington, DC 20340-5100. Please cite DIA #0007-2015 assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified.

There are no assessable FOIA fees for processing this request.

If you have any questions regarding this action, feel free to contact this office at 1-866-548-5651, or email the INSCOM FOIA office at: usarmy.meade.902-mi-grp.mbx.inscom-foia-service-center@mail.mil and refer to case #0311F-16. Please note that you now have the ability to check the status of your request online via the U.S. Army Records Management and Declassification Agency (RMDA) website: https://www.foia.army.mil/FACTS/CaseStatus.aspx. Please refer to FOIA Control Number: FP-16-006943.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Joanne Benear
Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Office

Enclosure
SECRET//RELUSA-AUS-CAN-GBR

ENVELOPE

RATSYUW RUEPING 2835 3191907-SSSS--RHEFDIA RHEFISG
RHEFNGB RHEFSNG
RUCNFB RUZDQAN.
ZNY SSSSS

HEADER

R
151821Z NOV 05
PM FORTICO WASHINGTON DC//CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE
MD/IAMG-OP-/

TO RHEFDIA/DIA WASHINGTON DC
INFO RUSFASA/CDRINSCOM PT BELVOIR VA//IAOP-OR-HCM/
RHMFIISS/CDRINSCOM PT BELVOIR VA//IAOP-OR-HCM/
RUEADWD/DA WASHINGTON DC//DAMI-CD/
RUEPDWC/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC
RUEPINA/CDRISTIO FT BELVOIR VA
RHEFNCB/NGIC INTEL OPS CHARLOTTESVILLE VA
RHMFIISS/NGIC INTEL OPS CHARLOTTESVILLE VA
RHMFIISS/COFS TRADOC FT MONROE VA//ATIN-S/
RUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC//NR/
RUCNFB/FBI WASHINGTON DC//CD/
RHMFIISS/FBI WASHINGTON DC//CD/
RUUSAUSA/DSS WASHINGTON DC
RUEAADN/DTRA DULLES WASHINGTON DC//OSIA-CI/CIO/
RHMFIISS/DTRA DULLES WASHINGTON DC//OSIA-CI/CIO/
RUEJRAP/USARPAC INTEL FT SHAFTER HI//APIN/
RHMFIISS/USARPAC INTEL FT SHAFTER HI//APIN/
RHMFIISS/CDRUSAIGHT SEOUL KOR//G2/
RHMFIISS/HQ USARSO FT SAM HOUSTON TX//SOIN/
RUMIKAE/ARCENT INTEL FT MCPHERSON GA//GS/CMO/
RHMFIISS/CDRFORSCOM FT MCPHERSON GA//APIN/
RUEEROC/CDRUSASOC FT BRAGG NC//AOIN/
RHMFIISS/CDRUSASOC FT BRAGG NC//AOIN/
RHMFIISS/CDRUSCENTCOM MACDILL AFB FL//CCJ2-OCI/
RUEPGBA/CDR USEUCOM FT VAHINGEN GE//ECJ2-3T-CI/
RUMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI//J232/
RHMFIISS/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI//J232/
RUACAAA/COMUSKOREA INTEL SEOUL KOR//J2-IS-S/
RHMFIISS/CDR USSOCOM INTEL OPS CELL MACDILL AFB FL//SOJ2-CISO/
RHMFIISS/CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//SCJ2-JIC/SCJ2-CISO/
RUEPWCDC/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC//DMO-ODL/CBT/
RUEPMXI/CDR USTRANSCOM INTEL CELL SCOTT AFB IL//TCJ2-C/
RUEPMAC/AMC INTEL ALEXANDRIA VA//AMXMI-SCM/

SECRET//RELUSA-AUS-CAN-GBR
REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
WHEN SEPARATED FROM
CLASSIFIED ENCLOSED

5/15/2015 7:36 AM
Encl2
RHMFISS/HQ USNORTHCOM/J2/
RHMFISS/525MIBDETHOPS BAGHDAD IQ
RUEPING/FORTICO WASHINGTON DC
RUEPGAB/MNF-I C2X BAGHDAD IQ
RUEPAA/MNF-I HUMINT OPS BAGHDAD IQ
RUEPGGS/SCID BAGHDAD IQ

RUZFNRAI/NASIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//DXIA//
RHMFISS/NRC WASHINGTON DC
RHMFISS/COMSOCENT MACDILL AFB FL
RUBCLF/COMLANTFLT NORFOLK VA
RUECAB/HQ AFSPC INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RHMFISS/HQ AFSPC INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RUECAB/HQ NORAD USNORTHCOM INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RHMFISS/HQ NORAD USNORTHCOM INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RUEALUM/NGA M3 WASHINGTON DC
RHMFISS/CDR500THMIGP CP ZAMA JA
RUEPDCM/COLMTOFC3DINFDIV PT STEWART GA
RHMFISS/COLMTOFC3DINFDIV PT STEWART GA
RUEPFC/FORSCOM ACE PT MCPHERSON GA
RUEPTUT/COLMTOF CXVIII ABNC PT BRAGG NC
RHMFISS/COLMTOFCXVIIIABNC PT BRAGG NC
RUEPAA/COLMTOFC4THINFDIV PT HOOD TX
RHMFISS/COLMTOFC4THINFDIV PT HOOD TX
RUEPAA/USAFSCOM CSG PT BRAGG NC
RUECIA/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RUEPFSA/CDF USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE//ECJ22-P-M//
RUFOSPJ/SR JOIC NAPLES IT
ZEN/11D ACRE WURZBURG GB
RHMFISS/NAVSURFWARCEN CARDEROCKDIV BETHESDA MD//2101/
RULSSEA/COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//SEA OOG//
RHMFISS/COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//SEA OOG//
RUQVKEW/AFC W LACKLAND AFB TX
RHMFISS/AFC W LACKLAND AFB TX
RJQVKJW/JOIC SAN ANTONIO TX//J52/COMPPACAREA COGARD ALAMEDA CA/PI//
RHMFISS/NAVSTKAIRWARCEN FALLON NV//N2/N21/N211//
RHMFISS/CJTF-7 CEX BAGHDAD IQ
RHMFISS/COGARD INTELCOORDCEN WASHINGTON DC
RUEACIS/HQ AFOSI CI2MS ANDREWS AFB MD
RUZDQAN/MARCORINTACT QUANTICO VA
RUETVAA/NRO WASHINGTON DC//CI//
RUFPSNG/ WASHINGTON DC
RUCXONI/ONI WASHINGTON DC
RUEKJCS/JSTAFF WASHINGTON DC//J2//
SECRET/REL USA AUS CAN GBR

RHMFISS/Joint Staff Washington DC/J2/
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ C2 CIQC
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ C2 OPS
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ CG
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ CMO
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ COS
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ DCG
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ DCS CIS
RHMFISS/MNF IRAQ DCS OPS FORCE PROTECTION
RHMFISS/IRAQ SOC BATTLE MAJOR
RHMFISS/IRAQ SOC INTEL
RHMFISS/CDR 66TH MIGP CMDSA DARMSTADT GE
RHMFISS/ced501STMIBDE INTEL SEOUL KOR
RUEPGAA/CJTF-7 HUMINT OPS BAGHDAD IZ
RHMFISS/CDR USSTRATCOM INTEL DIRECTORATE OFFUT AFB NE/J22123/
RUEPMDA/CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD/IAMG-OP-CM/
RUEPMDB/DIRACIC FT GEORGE G MEADE MD/IAMG-C-ACIC/
RUEPMDA/CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD/IAMG-B-OP/
BT

CONTROLS

SECRET
REL TO AUS CAN GBR
QQQQ
SERIAL: (U) IIR 2 103 0017 06.

BODY

PASS: (U) FBI HQ PASS TO CYD; CYD PASS TO C3IU; JTF-GNO
PASS TO
LE/CI; DSS PASS TO ARMY LIAISON OFFICER; NGIC PASS TO
RAS DIVISION; JOINT IED DEFEAT TF PASS TO J2; INSCOM PASS
TO BRIAN CORR; ACIC PASS TO

COUNTRY: (U) UNITED KINGDOM (UK); AUSTRALIA (AS).
IPSP: (U) IFC2750; IFC2410.
SUBJ: IIR 2 103 0017 06/MESSAGE NAMING INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS POSTED
SECRET/REL USA AUS CAN GBR

3

REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
WHEN SEPARATED FROM
CLASSIFIED ENCLOSED
5/15/2015 7:36 AM
SECRET/RELUSA AUS CAN GBR

TO A TERRORIST WEB FORUM (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET REL TO AUS CAN GBR

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PORTICO MESSAGE SERVICE CALL 301 677 0976

DOI: (U) 20050831.

SOURCE: (U) FIELD REPORTER.

SUMMARY: (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR)

TEXT: (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR) 1. (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR) 2. (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR) 3. (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR)

COMMENTS: (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR) 1. (S/REL TO AUS CAN GBR) (FIELD COMMENT)

SECRET/RELUSA AUS CAN GBR
2. (U) (HEADQUARTERS COMMENT) -- QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS REPORT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO 902DMIGP COLLECTION MANAGEMENT OFFICE, EVALUATIONS IN RESPONSE TO THIS IIR SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO--

CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD//IAMG-OP-CM//
CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD//IAMG-B-OP//
CDRNSCOM FT BELVOIR VA//IAOP-OR-HC//

(b)(3)10 DIA WASHINGTON DC// Per DIA

ADMIN

INSTR: (U) US NO.

ACQ: (U) FORT MEADE, MARYLAND. 20050901.
DISSEM: (U) FIELD:
NONE; SENT TO: NONE.

WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED S_E_C_R_E_T REL TO AUS CAN GBR

DRV FROM: (U) MULTIPLE SOURCES, 30 JUNE 1997.

DECL: (U) 25X1.

BT
#2835
509D

NNNN
SECRET/NI

RUZEADH/CDRUSAREUR DCSINT HEIDELBERG GE
RUZEADH/UDTDUSAREUR HEIDELBERG GE
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE//ECJ22-P-M//
RUZENAA/SR JOIC NAPLES IT
RUZFAAM/HQ NORAD USNORTHCOM INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RUZPMXI/CDR USTRANSCOM INTEL CELL SCOTT AFB IL
RUZPXM/HQ 576 NELLIS AFB NV
RUZPAAA/PACOM JTAC HONOLULU HI//SVL//
R 021420Z SEP 11
(0)(3):10
USC 424(0)
(3) 50 USC
3024(i)

TO RHEFDIA/DIA WASHINGTON DC

RHMFISS/ALCOM ELMENDORF AFB AK//J2C//
RUMIKAE/ARCENT INTEL FT MCPHERSON GA
RUEPGA/ARMY Q2X FT BELVOIR VA
RHMFISS/CDR 5 ARMY G2X FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RHMFISS/CDR 5 ARMY NORTH AOC FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RHMFISS/CDR 5 ARMY NORTH PMO FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE//ECJ22/ECJ23-CI//
RHMFISS/CDR USJFCOM NORFOLK VA//J2CI/
RHMFISS/CDR USJFCOM NORFOLK VA//J2CI/
RHMFISS/CDR USOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//J2//
RHMFISS/CDR USOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//SCJ2-CISO//
RUMIRGF/CDR513THMIBDE FT GORDON GA
RUSFASA/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA
RHMFISS/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA
RUSFASA/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA//IAGX-OSD-CM//
RHMFISS/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA//IAGX-OSD-CM//
RHMFISS/CDRUSACIDC FT BELVOIR VA
RUEAAIT/CIA WASHINGTON DC//CIC//
RUEKJCS/CJCS NMCC WASHINGTON DC
RHMFISS/CMC WASHINGTON DC//C4I/CIC/CR/CRP//
RULSJI/GOARD INTELCOORDCEN WASHINGTON DC
RUWDQAC/COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC//CG-2/CG-2-CIS//
RHMFISS/COMMARFORPAC//G2/CIHO/
RUALSFJ/COMUSJAPAN YOKOTA AB JA//J2C1/J2C/J2C/
RUAACAAA/COMUSKOREA INTEL SEOUL KOR//FKJ2/FKJ2-IS-H/HSE/FKJ2-CM-H//
RUEPFD/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC
RUEBWD/DA WASHINGTON DC//DAMI-CD//
RUEAAA/DDPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC//IN//
RHMFISS/DDPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC//IN//
RHEFHLC/DDPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY IA WASHINGTON DC//IA-R//
RHMFISS/DDPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY IA WASHINGTON DC//IA-R//
RUEPTRS/DDPT OF TREASUREY WASHINGTON DC//INTEL//
RHEFDIA/DIA WASHINGTON DC

SECRET/NI

RUZEADH/CDRUSAREUR DCSINT HEIDELBERG GE
RUZEADH/UDTDUSAREUR HEIDELBERG GE
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE//ECJ22-P-M//
RUZENAA/SR JOIC NAPLES IT
RUZFAAM/HQ NORAD USNORTHCOM INTEL PETERSON AFB CO
RUZPMXI/CDR USTRANSCOM INTEL CELL SCOTT AFB IL
RUZPXM/HQ 576 NELLIS AFB NV
RUZPAAA/PACOM JTAC HONOLULU HI//SVL//
R 021420Z SEP 11
(0)(3):10
USC 424(0)
(3) 50 USC
3024(i)
PASS: (U) FBI HQ PASS TO CD; DSS PASS TO ARMY LIAISON OFFICER; NGIC PASS TO USTRATCOM PASS TO USOCOM PASS TO

COUNTRY: (U) BELGIUM (BEL); UNITED STATES (USA).

IPSP: (U) TERR; IFC2400.

********** THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE **********

BODY

SUBJ: IIR 2 104 0736 11/JIHADIST FORUM POSTS PICTURE OF FORMER U.S. PRESIDENT'S RANCH. ENCLOSURE. (S//NF).

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED NOFORN.

DOI: (U) 20110901.

SOURCE:

SOURCE A.
1. (U) SOURCE IDENTIFIER -- //OPEN SOURCE//SOURCE.

2. (S//NF) b1

3. (S//NF) b1
SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1.

ENCLOSURES

TEXT: 1. (S//NF)

b1

2. (S//NF)

b1

3. (S//NF)

b1

b1

b1

b1

b1

SECRET//NF
3. (U) POC INFORMATION: QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS REPORT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO [REDACTED] OR [REDACTED]. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFI) CAN BE SUBMITTED VIA THE 310TH WEBSITE AT [URL]. ONCE AN ACCOUNT HAS BEEN CREATED YOU WILL BE ABLE TO VIEW PREVIOUS REPORTING AND SUBMIT RFIS. SHOULD THIS IIR BE REFERENCED OR USED TO SUPPORT ANY OPERATION OR MISSION, AN EVALUATION WOULD BE APPRECIATED. EVALUATIONS IN RESPONSE TO THIS IIR SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO: CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD//IAMG-OP-CM//CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA//IAOP OR HC//DIA WASHINGTON DC//. EVALUATIONS MAY ALSO BE SUBMITTED THROUGH [REDACTED] LOCATED [REDACTED].

4. (U) SOURCE A IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR RECONTACT.

SECRET/NF

11
SECRET//NOFORN

ADMIN

COLL: (U) EQ; DL.
INSTR: (U) U.S. YES 2 DIA RTS2B

ENCL: (U) TO FOLLOW - 1 ENCLOSURES.
1. DIGITAL, DOCUMENT - (U) 2104073611ENCL01.01, 1 COPY; IMAGES OF CRAWFORD RANCH; 4 IMAGES; 2 PAGES, 20110901 (U//FOUO)

ACQ: (U) FORT MEADE, MD (20110901).
DISSEM: (U) FIELD:
NONE; SENT TO: DIA PerDIA

WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED
SECRET//NOFORN

CLASSIFIED BY: 310TH MI BN COLLECTION MANAGER.

DERIVED FROM: DA PAM 381-100, 8 FEB 08.
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X1-HUMAN.
SECRET//NOFORN
DECL/DB//
BT
#7246

Regred: UNCLASSIFIED on
12 Jan 16
by RMSCOM P.O. PA
Arch Exit S I pen 1 sl DOD 5.200-31-V

NNNN

SECRET//NOFORN